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General topics include: 

A. People 

B. Places (Meetings) 

C. My Favorite Paper – Joe Thomas 

D. Things (Research) 

E. On the Market  

  

A. People:  

The INFORMS BOM Section Best 

Working Paper Award annually recognizes 

the best work in the BOPs area. The 

deadline for this year just passed but, if you 

have a paper that won’t be accepted before 

next July, this is a great way to recognize 

our best work.   

Enno Siemsen has accepted a 

posistion as Full Professor and Dirctor of the 

Erdman Center for Operations Technology 

Management at the University of Wisconsin.  

The 2015 POMS Paul Kleindorfer 

award in sustainability was awarded to 

Anton Ovchinnikov of the Queen’s School 

of Business in Canada. The award is 

instituted to recognize young scholars who 

have already distinguished themselves 

through the breadth and innovativeness of 

their scholarly work on questions related to 

sustainable operations and the social and 

environmental impact of business, 

http://www.poms.org/awards/kleindorfer_a

ward  

Ken Schultz is happy, quite happy, to 

announce he received a government grant of 

$185,200 for his study on Motivation and 

Culture of Fuel Efficiency. He has been 

given 10 squadrons of C-17s to experiment 

with. He intends to give the pilots fuel 

efficiency goals and track how practices 

spread through social networks.  

The Journal Production and 

Operations Management is pround to release 

a call for papers for a special issue on 

Management of Technology (MOT). MOT 

considers the behavioral as well as strategic 

mailto:kschultz@afit.edu
https://www.informs.org/Community/BOM
http://www.poms.org/awards/kleindorfer_award
http://www.poms.org/awards/kleindorfer_award


implications of technology adoption. They 

seek contributions to the MOT domain that 

provide insights on how developments in 

science and technology drive organizations 

to rapidly design and implement business 

innovations leading to the successful launch 

of new products and services, new 

production and service creation processes, 

changes in the basic structure of extended 

supply chains, and changes in the delivery 

channels for consumer goods and services. 

They seek papers that assess and measure 

drivers of organizational performance 

including the environmental impact and the 

value of knowledge. Moreover, 

contributions to MOT are sought that 

recognize the importance of managing both 

internal resource capabilities (technology, 

workforce, processes and information) as 

well as external resource capabilities such as 

an organization’s network of collaborators, 

suppliers, complementers, partners and 

customers.   

Ryan Buell (Harvard University) 

won the "Best Presentation Award" at the 

10the Annual Behavioral Operations 

Conference for his talk "Creating Reciprocal 

Value Through Operational Transparency." 

 

B. Places  

At the 26th Annual meeting of the 

Production and Operations Management 
(POM) society in Washington, DC.May 8-

11, 2015, Michael Becker-Peth of the 

University of Cologne and Anton 

Ovchinnikov of the Queen’s School of 

Business co-chaired the track “Behavior in 

Operations Management” The track featured 

18 sessions in total, including the POMS 

Editors session on “Opportunities in 

Behavioral Operations: Different 

Perspectives” with presentations by Cheryl 

Gaimon 

(http://www.poms.org/GAIMON%20MOT-

behavioral%205-9-15%20POM.pdf), 

Charles Corbett (Sustainability) and Elena 

Katok (Behavioral Operations). The editors 

highlighted opportunities and challenges for 

doing behavioral work in their respective 

domains. The track also featured several 

joint sessions, such as “BIOM and Retail 

Operations”, “Behavioral Research in 

Pricing and Procurement”. The track was 

well attended and provoked many 

interesting conversations.   

The 10th Annual Behavioral 

Operations Conference was held at the 

Johnson School at Cornell University, in 

Ithaca, NY, from June 24-26, 2015.  The 

conference began with a one-day Young 

Scholars Workshop which included tutorials 

by Elena Katok (University of Texas at 

Dallas) and Steve Leider (University of 

Michigan).  It was followed by a two day 

conference that included 13 single-track 

http://www.poms.org/GAIMON%20MOT-behavioral%205-9-15%20POM.pdf
http://www.poms.org/GAIMON%20MOT-behavioral%205-9-15%20POM.pdf


presentations, plus keynote presentations by 

Vishal Gaur (Cornell University) and Rob 

Bloomfield (Cornell University), and a 

computer simulation workshop with Avi 

Seidmann (University of Rochester).  Of the 

13 main presentations, Ryan Buell (Harvard 

University) won the "Best Presentation 

Award" for his talk "Creating Reciprocal 

Value Through Operational Transparency."  

Next year's conference will be held at the 

University of Wisconsin, July 14-16.  

The conference included a late night 

networking session outside the hotel, 

complete with fire engines and alarm, a very 

loud alarm.  

The 27th annual POMS conference 
will take place in Orlando, FL May 6-9, 

2016.  The College of Behavior in 

Operations Management is organizing a 

mini-conference for Thursday, May 5, 2016.  

Given the location, the mini-conference will 

focus on behavioral issues within service 

operations—tourism, healthcare, etc.  We 

welcome any suggestions and contacts for 

speakers from industry or academia.  Please 

contact Elliot Bendoly (OSU), Julie 

Niederhoff (Syracuse), Sriram Narayanan 

(MSU) or Michael Becker-Peth (Cologne) if 

you want to be involved or want to volunteer 

someone else to be involved. 

The Wisconsin School of Business at 

the University of Wisconsin-Madison is 

proud to host the 11th annual Behavioral 

Operations Conference in Madison, 

Wisconsin, on July 14-16, 2016. The 

conference will begin with a one-day 

"Young Scholars Workshop" on Thursday, 

July 14, 2016 and the main conference will 

be held on Friday and Saturday, July 15-16, 

2016. 

 

 

C. My Favorite Paper.  

For each newsletter I ask an accomplished researcher in our field to present one of their favorite 

works, one they think is worth taking a look at. This may be a paper, chapter or book and may be 

their ‘favorite’ in any way they wish to define it. It should be loosely related to behavioral 

operations and not written by themselves. The column will 

include a short introduction to the guest editor, a citation to the 

paper and abstract and a description by the guest editor of why 

the paper is his or her favorite. I hope you enjoy the feature. I 

encourage nominations for future guest editors for this column. 

L. Joseph (Joe) Thomas is currently the Anne and Elmer 

Lindseth Dean Emeritus and Professor of Operations, 

Technology and Information Management at the Johnson 

Graduate School of Management at Cornell University. Before 

becoming dean he was the Nicholas Noyes Professor of 

Manufacturing at Johnson. Joe graduated from Carnegie-Mellon 

(B.S.) and Yale University (PhD). His research has included 



supply-chain and inventory topics, large-scale optimization and behavioral operations. Joe has 

won multiple teaching awards, and he is a Fellow of POMS.  

Commentary on: Thaler, Richard H. and Cass R. Sunstein, Nudge: Improving Decisions 

about Health, Wealth and Happiness, Yale University Press, New Haven, 2008 

Nudge is a great book about how policy makers, managers and perhaps researchers can utilize 

behavioral economics concepts to design choice situations to help people select the alternative 

that is best, both for themselves and society. 

Before selecting Nudge as “My Favorite ‘Article’”, I reviewed the three other pieces that have 

appeared in this column. Ken Schultz wrote about a book (hereafter FA1 (“Favorite Article 1”) 

based on the founding era of operations research. Enno Siemsen wrote about a seminal paper 

(FA2) in behavioral operations management, and Gary Bolton wrote about “match day,” a large-

scale optimization problem of theoretical and 

practical importance (FA3). All of these “articles” 

demonstrate that the world and people are both 

complex, and that we should utilize and develop 

good theory, have an appreciation for the 

complexity of the world and of people, and, in my 

opinion, also have humility as we try to deal with 

complex problems in a rigorous manner.  

Operations Research, and later Operations 

Management, began with a problem focus, 

gathering people with different backgrounds to 

work together collaboratively. FA1 and FA3 

describe work of this type. Behavioral operations 

began, influenced by behavioral economics, with 

the recognition that theory AND models used to 

manage operations (in manufacturing, supply 

chains, inventory, service operations, etc.) make 

simplistic and incorrect assumptions about people 

and our/their behavior. FA2 and Enno Siemsen’s 

review show that people react in ways far from 

optimal; at least they do not behave as homo 

economicus would predict. In fact, many of the 

articles studying newsvendor experiments show 

that some people “chase demand,” some people 

anchor on the mean, and some people follow the “optimal solution”. (This last group comforts 

those of us who have taught operations management.) Statistically significant results in such 

experiments are occasionally at least caused by a subgroup of the subjects who react in particular 

ways. This raises a question for those who teach and do research on operations management: 

Perhaps a company should spend time on selecting the subset of people who know and will use 

the best solution in addition to developing the best information sets and incentives to make 

average people (if they exist) behave the way we would like. How can we include that issue in 

our research and teaching? (There is, of course, a huge literature on “selection” of employees in 

human resource and related academic areas.) 



 

This brings me to why I selected Nudge as my best article. First, Nobel Laureate Daniel 

Kahneman writes on the dust jacket: “It is a must-read for anyone who wants to see both our 

minds and our society working better. It will improve your decisions, and it will make the world 

a better place.” How can I not write about a book that will make the world a better place?  

Second, the book addresses “Health, Wealth and Happiness,” and it argues that people should 

assess for themselves whether or not they are happy or healthy or wealthy. However, a 

government, manager or organization can “nudge” people into selecting actions that turn out 

better for themselves and others by controlling the situation, much as behavioral-operations 

academics control an experimental situation. The authors’ design “nudges” that are similar to our 

research designs, to lead people to do what is in both the individuals’ and society’s interests.  

Nudge uses public policy as its main venue, but the ideas apply to managerial and other 

situations as well. The book is fun to read. Many of the ideas will be familiar to all of you, but I 

believe that the examples included can give us interesting ideas for research. The authors 

pointedly are not addressing the “selection” issue I raise above, but deal with “HUMANS” (all of 

us and others) instead of “ECONS” (homo economicus). 

Part I in Nudge gives a short review of many concepts in behavioral economics that we utilize in 

behavioral operations. It reminds us that there is always, or at least most often, a default 

condition: You will sign up as an organ donor unless you check this box or if you want to be an 

organ donor check this box. You place the salads before the hamburgers or vice versa in the 

cafeteria. Governments, managers and experimenters usually present one choice that is easier. 

We all know the difference in behavior that is caused, and we rely on it.  

The authors describe their approach as “Libertarian Paternalism.” They deal with people as they 

are, give them freedom to choose (mostly), but actively design the choice situation to help them 

to do the right thing. Chapter 5 in Part I, Choice Architecture, describes how to manage choice 

situations when you have some control, as the manager, policy maker, parent or other actor. Parts 

II to V then deal with “Health, Wealth and Happiness” and discuss “Extensions and Objections.” 

Nudge presents a lot of evidence that “… seemingly small features can have massive effects on 

people’s behavior …” In fact, usually the “features” must be simple. This and my experience 

lead me to some conclusions and comments related to BeOPS research and FA1, FA2 and FA3. 

1. Keep experimental situations (or nudges) simple, as in FA2. Real people will usually not 

take time to understand lots of data. 

2. If #1 is true, how can we learn about something as complicated as the world? Answer: 

One piece at a time, then do consulting and/or teaching to see and show how to utilize the 

research knowledge. (That means we need more BeOPS research.) 

3. Item #2 is similar to the point in FA3 that designing a bridge requires more than just 

basic physics. We can move from theory to experiments to application and back again. 

4. FA1 reminds us to solve the real problem, as the OR pioneers did, considering real 

people and using a variety of approaches. 

5. Even though people do not optimize, we can use optimization as the basis for a “nudge”. 

6. We should be humble when interpreting results, and treat each result as a new hypothesis 

to be studied further, to test its limits. Results will not apply everywhere or to everyone.  



I am sure that you know much of the material in Nudge, but I find the examples interesting, 

the ideas thought provoking, and the description of choice architecture to be a summary of 

ideas we can utilize in research. 

 

D. Things:  

1. Bendoly, E., 2014. System dynamics Understanding in Projects: Information Sharing, 

Psychological Safety and Performance Effects.  Production and Operations Management 

23(8), 1352–1369. 

Abstract: Systems thinking has proven useful in project management planning activities and 

has been suggested as a critical driver of a range of beneficial organizational behaviors. Yet, 

empirical evidence on the myriad of ways in which systems thinking can impact internal 

project dynamics and performance remains limited. This study focuses on one aspect of 

systems thinking in particular: the ability to recognize and understand the dynamics of 

systems and their features (e.g., feedback and delay). It makes use of a unique, large-scale 

interview data set along with objective and structured survey data drawn from multiple 

sources associated with supply chain system implementation projects. Analysis suggests that 

an individual's understanding of system dynamics as well as the similarity of such 

understanding to that typical of their team is, in fact, a strong predictor of both perceptions of 

psychological safety and information sharing quality in project work. These outcomes appear 

to mediate the relationship between system dynamics understanding and performance. 

2. Folgado, R., Pecas, P. & Henriques, E. Mapping workers’ performance to analyse workers 

heterogeneity under different workflow policies. Journal of Manufacturing Systems, 36, 27-

34 

Abstract: Manual work in assembly lines allows one to benefit from human reasoning 

capabilities and to assure the flexibility to adapt to fluctuations in production volume, 

products mix and reduced product lifecycles. With the objective of quantifying and 

systematizing the knowledge about the heterogeneity of workers’ performance, data was 

collected in an industrial setting. The results demonstrate a significant variation in workers’ 

performance in terms of speed and variability of the task completion time. A mapping 

approach is proposed aiming to quantify the workers’ performance and visualize 

performance patterns. Since the human performance is influenced by the setting where the 

workers perform their job, two real assembly line pacing mechanisms were set and studied: 

pacing derived from the manual assembly system rhythm and pacing imposed by a fixed time 

constraint. The type of pacing clearly influences workers’ performance (i.e., speed and 

variability) and revealed a significant influence in the assembly line output. In particular, 

imposing a fixed and equal time constraint for every worker reduces the heterogeneity of 

workers’ performance and improves the assembly line output. 

3. Palley, A.B., Kremer, M. 2014. Sequential Search and Learning from Rank Feedback: 

Theory and Experimental Evidence. Management Science 60(10): 2525-2542.  

Abstract: This paper studies the effect of limited information in a sequential search setting 

where a single selection is to be made from a set of random potential options. We consider 

both a full-information problem, where the decision maker observes the exact value of each 

option as she searches, and a partial-information problem, in which the decision maker only 



learns the rank of the current option relative to the options that have already been observed. 

We develop a model that allows for a sharp contrast between search behavior in the two 

information settings, both theoretically and empirically. We present the results of an 

experiment that tests, and supports, the key prediction of our model analysis—limited 

information induces longer search. Our data further suggest systematic deviations from the 

theoretical benchmarks in both informational settings. Importantly, subjects in our partial-

information conditions are prone to stop prematurely during early stages of the search 

process and to suboptimally continue the search during late stages. We propose a simple 

model that succinctly captures the interplay of two symmetric choice and judgment biases 

that have asymmetric (but opposing) effects on the length of search. 

4. Matthias Seifert, Enno Siemsen, Allègre L. Hadida, Andreas B. Eisingerich. Effective 

judgmental forecasting in the context of fashion products. Journal of Operations Management 

36, pp 33-45. 

Abstract: We study the conditions that influence judgmental forecasting effectiveness when 

predicting demand inthe context of fashion products. Human judgment is of practical 

importance in this setting. Our goal isto investigate what type of decision support, in 

particular historical and/or contextual predictors, shouldbe provided to human forecasters to 

improve their ability to detect and exploit linear and nonlinearcue–criterion relationships in 

the task environment. Using a field experiment on new product forecastsin the music 

industry, our analysis reveals that when forecasters are concerned with predictive 

accuracyand only managerial judgments are employed, providing both types of decision 

support data is benefi-cial. However, if judgmental forecasts are combined with a statistical 

forecast, restricting the decisionsupport provided to human judges to contextual anchors is 

beneficial. We identify two novel interac-tions demonstrating that the exploitation of 

nonlinearities is easiest for human judgment if contextualdata are present but historical data 

are absent. Thus, if the role of human judgment is to detect thesenonlinearities (and the 

linearities are taken care of by some statistical model with which judgments arecombined), 

then a restriction of the decision support provided makes sense. Implications for the 

theoryand practice of building decision support models are discussed. 

5. Kremer, M., Siemsen, E. & Thomas, D. The sum and it’s parts: Judgmental hierarchical 

forecasting. Management Science, forthcoming.  

Abstract: Firms require demand forecasts at different levels of aggregation to support a 

variety of resource allocation decisions. For example, a retailer needs store-level forecasts to 

manage inventory at the store but also requires a regionally-aggregated forecast for managing 

inventory at a distribution center. In generating an aggregate forecast, a firm can choose to 

make the forecast directly based on the aggregated data or indirectly by summing lower-level 

forecasts (i.e., bottom-up). Our study investigates the relative performance of such 

hierarchical forecasting processes through a behavioral lens. We identify two judgment 

biases that affect the relative performance of direct and indirect forecasting approaches: a 

propensity for random judgment errors, and a failure to benefit from the informational value 

that is embedded in the correlation structure between lower-level demands. Based on these 

biases we characterize demand environments where one hierarchical process results in more 

accurate forecasts than the other. 



6. Becker-Peth, Michael and Ulrich Thonemann. Reference points in revenue sharing contracts 

— How to design optimal supply chain contracts. European Journal of Operational Research 

(EJOR), Special Issue of Behavioral Operations Research 

Abstract: Coordinating supply chains is an important goal for contract designers because it 

enables the channel members to increase their profits. Recently, many experimental studies 

have shown that behavioral aspects have to be taken into account when choosing the type of 

contract and specifying the contract parameters. In this paper, we analyze behavioral aspects 

of revenue-sharing contracts. We extend the classical normative decision model by 

incorporating reference-dependent valuation into the decision model and show how this 

affects inventory decisions. We conduct different lab experiments to test our model. As a 

result, human inventory decisions deviate from classical normative predictions, and we find 

evidence for reference-dependent valuation of human decision makers. We also show how 

contract designers can use the insights we gained to design better contracts. 

7. E. Bendoly.  Fit, Bias and Enacted Sensemaking in Data visualization: Frameworks for 

Continuous in operations and Supply Chain Management Analytics, Forthcoming Journal of 

Business Logistics, 2016 

Abstract: Data visualization has a critical 

role in the advancement of modern data 

analytics.  Visualization lends assurances 

to data validity and completeness, as 

well as to the effectiveness of cleaning 

and aggregation tactics.  It provides the 

means by which to explore and discover 

relationships otherwise hidden from 

default assumptions in statistical 

modeling.  Strong visualization is also 

fundamental to end-result conveyance 

and audience interpretation.  But how 

can one ensure that strength?  How can 

one avoid developing representations 

that are marginal in value, or worse 

misleading?  In this paper, I will discuss 

theory, evidence and practical 

approaches to managing data 

visualization development, viewing data 

visualization not simply as an outcome 

but as a continuous process and facet of 

organizational culture.   

 

8. Travis Tokar, John Aloysius, Matthew Waller, Doyle Hawkins (forthcoming), "Exploring 

Framing Effects in Inventory Control Decisions: Violations of Procedure Invariance," 

Production and Operations Management. 

Recent research on decision framing has shown that 1) there are multiple types of framing 

effects and 2) the context of the 



decision can influence framing effects.  This research examines decision framing effects in 

inventory control contexts by questioning the assumption of procedure invariance, that 

preference should not be impacted by how options are presented to a supply chain manager 

making an inventory control decision.  Study 1 uses three single-shot decision experiments to 

establish that all three types of framing effects identified by Levin et al. (1998) apply in basic 

inventory control contexts.  Results were consistent with theory in all three cases.  Given this 

evidence that framing effects have potential to impact inventory control decisions, two 

laboratory experiments in Study 2 utilize multi-period decision tasks to demonstrate that 

framing effects can impact performance in a dynamic inventory decision setting similar to 

practice.  One of the experiments in Study 2 was conducted with student subjects, while the 

other with inventory managers from a large retail firm.  Results from both experiments 

provide evidence that even when initial framing effects on order quantities fade, there can be 

longer term effects on inventory levels and performance.  Furthermore these effects are 

robust to education and professional experience.  The findings suggest that although a 

manager might select appropriate inventory control metrics, prudence must be exercised in 

the presentation of these metrics, and that mere presentation can be used to alleviate known 

human biases in inventory control decisions. 

9. Kocabiyikoglu A., Gogus C.I., Gonul M.S., “Decision Making and the Price-Setting 

Newsvendor: Experimental Evidence” 

Abstract: We present an experimental study of the price-setting newsvendor problem, which 

extends the traditional framework by allowing the decision maker to determine both the 

selling price and the order quantity of a given item. We compare behavior under this model 

with two benchmark conditions where subjects have a single decision to make (price or 

quantity). We observe that subjects deviate from the theoretical benchmarks when they are 

tasked with a single decision. They also exhibit anchoring behavior, where their anchor is the 

expected demand when quantity is the decision variable and is the initial inventory level 

when price is the decision variable. When decision makers set quantity and price 

concurrently, we observe no significant difference between the normative (i.e., expected 

profit-maximizing) prices and the decision makers’ price choices. Quantity decisions move 

further from the normative benchmarks (compared to when subjects have a single decision to 

make) when the ratio of cost to price is less than half. When this ratio is reversed, there is no 

significant difference between order levels in single- and multi-task settings. In the multi-

decision framework, we also observe a tendency to match orders and expected demand 

levels, which subjects can control using prices. 

10. Narayanan, A. and B. Moritz. Decision Making and Cognition in Multi-Echelon Supply 

Chains: An Experimental Study, forthcoming in POM.   

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/poms.12343/epdf   

Abstract: Supply chain performance often depends on the individual decisions of channel 

members. Even when individuals have access to relevant information, order variation tends 

to increase when moving up the supply chain, a phenomenon known as the bullwhip effect. 

While prior research has investigated several structural/environmental factors which can 

mitigate the bullwhip effect, the underlying behavioral factors contributing to it are an open 

question. Using a production and distribution decision-making simulation representing a 

four-stage serial supply chain, we find that the cognitive profile of decision makers 

contributes to the bullwhip effect. We found that the specific decision tendency to 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/poms.12343/epdf


underweight the supply line is linked to an individual's level of cognitive reflection. 

Furthermore, performance differs for entire supply chains and for specific echelons, and 

holds under standard mitigation efforts. The findings have implications for supply chain 

design, education, and industry. 

11. A Sadeghi. PROVIDIHG A measure for bullwhip effect in A two-product supply chain with 

exponential smoothing forecasts. International Journal of Production Economics, 2015 

Abstract: In this paper, a two-product and two-echelon supply chain is considered in order to 

quantify the bullwhip effect. Demands of the products are correlated and are represented by a 

first order vector auto regressive model. Retailer uses “order up to“ ordering policy for 

replenishment of stocks and utilizes exponential smoothing forecast method to predict 

demand in lead-time period. According to mentioned assumptions, an equation is derived for 

bullwhip effect measurement and then a numerical example is presented for a better 

perception of the bullwhip effect behaviour when the parameters change. A comparison of 

the bullwhip effect measure has been done when two main forecasting methods i.e. 

exponential smoothing and moving average are used and empirical results are provided. At 

last, a cost analysis is conducted based on shortage and holding cost under different bullwhip 

effect measures. 

12. Leroy White.   Behavioural operational research: Towards a framework for understanding 

behaviour in or interventions. Forthcoming in European Journal of Operational Research 

Abstract: Stimulated by the growing interest in behavioural issues in the management 

sciences, research scholars have begun to address the implications of behavioural insights for 

Operational Research (OR). This current work reviews some foundational debates on the 

nature of OR to serve as a theoretical backdrop to orient a discussion on a behavioural 

perspective and OR. The paper addresses a specific research need by outlining that there is a 

distinct and complementary contribution of a behavioural perspective to OR. However, there 

is a need to build a theoretical base in which the insights from classical behavioural research 

is just one of a number of convergent building blocks that together point towards a 

compelling basis for behavioural OR. In particular, the focus of the paper is a framework that 

highlights the collective nature of OR practice and provides a distinct and interesting line of 

enquiry for future research. 

13. F Riccobono, M Bruccoleri, A Größler.  Groupthink and project performance: the influence 

of personal traits and interpersonal ties. Production and Operations Management, 2015 

Abstract: This study explores whether the negative impact of “groupthink concurrence-

seeking behaviour” (GTB) on business process reengineering (BPR) projects is affected by 

group members personal traits and interpersonal ties within the group. To this purpose we 

conduct and present the results of a longitudinal controlled field experiment over 18 BPR 

projects lasting three months and involving 18 teams comprising 71 first-year MBA students. 

The main contribution of this study is twofold. First, we explicitly consider and measure the 

core construct of groupthink phenomenon: i.e. GTB. Existing organizational behaviour 

literature has, contrarily, considered only its causes, symptoms, and outcomes. Second, we 

show evidence that GTB does have a negative impact on group performance in BPR project 

settings. In this regards, results also indicate that while perceived control, conscientiousness 

and interpersonal evaluation mitigate the negative impact of GTB on group project 

performance, confidence and previous relationships amplify this negative impact, even if 

http://scholar.google.com/scholar_url?url=http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0925527315002601&hl=en&sa=X&scisig=AAGBfm2y0ORIlSUZ2CyFpRMAuju8NqCpKA&nossl=1&oi=scholaralrt
http://scholar.google.com/scholar_url?url=http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0925527315002601&hl=en&sa=X&scisig=AAGBfm2y0ORIlSUZ2CyFpRMAuju8NqCpKA&nossl=1&oi=scholaralrt
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0377221715006657
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03772217
http://scholar.google.com/scholar_url?url=http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/poms.12431/abstract&hl=en&sa=X&scisig=AAGBfm3S5iTDsilRSwkEndoeA1sCVF32hw&nossl=1&oi=scholaralrt
http://scholar.google.com/scholar_url?url=http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/poms.12431/abstract&hl=en&sa=X&scisig=AAGBfm3S5iTDsilRSwkEndoeA1sCVF32hw&nossl=1&oi=scholaralrt


they have a direct positive effect on performance. Thanks to the findings of this study, we are 

able to provide valuable suggestions to managers in charge of BPR projects for ensuring 

effective performance of project teams and controlling for potential obstacles due to GTB. 

14. Weinhardt, J., Hendijani, R., Harman, J., Steel, P., & Gonzalez, C. How analytic reasoning 

style and global thinking relate to understanding stocks and flows. Journal of Operations 

Management, in press.  

Abstract: Understanding stock-flow relationships is fundamental to the management of 

operational systems. In their most basic form, stock-flow systems consist of resources that 

accumulate and flows that change their level. Managing stock-flow systems is an 

indispensable part of operations management, including supply chain, inventory, and 

capacity planning. Previous studies have shown that most people, even experts and well-

educated individuals, make persistent errors when inferring the behavior of accumulation 

(i.e., stock) over time. However, little is known about what individual characteristics make a 

decision maker better or worse at understanding stock-flows. In this paper, we report the 

results of investigating the relationship between analytical-intuitive thinking and global-local 

processing on performance in a simple stock-flow problem. We find that individuals with an 

analytical thinking style, rather than an intuitive one, perform significantly better on a stock-

flow problem; whereas individuals with a global, rather than a local, thinking style do not 

necessarily perform better. However, even individuals who exhibit analytical thinking have a 

poor understanding of stock-flow problems. Analytical thinking may be related to 

understanding stock and flows, but more work is needed to better understand what cognitive 

abilities are required to solve these problems.  

15. Sterman, J., & Dogan, G. “I’m not hoarding, I’m just stocking up before the hoarders get 
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Abstract: When suppliers are unable to fill orders, delivery delays increase and customers 

receive less than they desire. Customers often respond by seeking larger safety stocks 

(hoarding) and by ordering more than they need to meet demand (phantom ordering). Such 

actions cause still longer delivery times, creating positive feedbacks that intensify scarcity 

and destabilize supply chains. Hoarding and phantom ordering can be rational when 

customers compete for limited supply in the presence of uncertainty or capacity constraints. 

But they may also be behavioral and emotional responses to scarcity. To address this 

question we extend Croson et al.’s (2014) experimental study with the Beer Distribution 

Game. Hoarding and phantom ordering are never rational in the experiment because there is 

no horizontal competition, randomness, or capacity constraint; further, customer demand is 

constant and participants have common knowledge of that fact. Nevertheless 22% of 

participants place orders more than 25 times greater than the known, constant demand. We 

generalize the ordering heuristic used in prior research to include the possibility of 

endogenous hoarding and phantom ordering. Estimation results strongly support the 

hypothesis, with hoarding and phantom ordering particularly strong for the outliers who 

placed extremely large orders. We discuss psychiatric and neuroanatomical evidence 

showing that environmental stressors can trigger the impulse to hoard, overwhelming rational 

decision-making. We speculate that stressors such as large orders, backlogs or late deliveries 

trigger hoarding and phantom ordering for some participants even though these behaviors are 
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research. 
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Abstract: Demand forecasting to support supply chain planning is a critical activity, 

recognized as pivotal in manufacturing and retailing operations where information is shared 

across functional areas to produce final detailed forecasts. The approach generally 

encountered is that a baseline statistical forecast is examined in the light of shared 

information from sales, marketing and logistics and the statistical forecast may then be 

modified to take these various pieces of information into account. This experimental study 

explores forecasters’ use of available information when they are faced with the task of 

adjusting a baseline forecast for a number of retail stock keeping units to take into account a 

forthcoming promotion. Forecasting demand in advance of promotions carries a particular 

significance given their intensive supply chain repercussions and financial impact. Both 

statistical and qualitative information was provided through a forecasting support system 

typical of those found in practice. Our results show participants responding to the quantity of 

information made available, though with decreasing scale effects. In addition, various 

statistical cues (which are themselves extraneous) were illustrated to be particularly 

important, including the size and timing of the last observed promotion. Overall, participants 

appeared to use a compensatory strategy when combining information that had either positive 

or negative implications for the success of the promotions. However, there was a consistent 

bias towards underestimating the effect of the promotions. These observed biases have 

important implications for the design of organizational sales and operations planning 

processes and the forecasting support systems that such processes rely on. 
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